
the amountof activity administered,collimatorchoice and
total data acquisition time.

In this paper, we present the physical performance as
sessment of the Toshiba GCA-9300A (Toshiba Corpora
tion, Tokyo, Japan), a triple-headedsystem for head and
body SPEC!'. Where appropriate, comparison is made
with the performanceof the GEICGRNeurocam (General
Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI), a brain-dedi
cated, triple-headed system, previously evaluated at our
institution (5,9).

MATERIALSAND METHODS

ToshibaGCA-9300A
TheToshibaGCA-9300Ais a triple-headedmultisliceSPECF

systemfor bothbrainandbody tomography(2). It consistsof
threeAnger-typegammacamerasforminga triangularaperturein
a rotatinggantry. The radius of rotation of each camera can be
varied independently between 132 and 307 mm. Each camera has
45 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) coupled to a 6.5-mm thick
NaI(Tl)ciystal and is shieldedagainstgammarays andx-raysup
to 180keV.Thecollimatorscanbechangedusingcustomtrolleys.
Thecollimatorsavailableatourinstitutionarethehigh-resolution,
parallel-hole(HR-PH)and the super high-resolutionfanbeam
(SHR-FB) both cast from lead. The fields-of-view (FOV) are 410
mm X 210 mm with the parallel-hole collimators, and 220 mm x
210mmwiththe fanbeamcollimators.Thefanbeamcoffimators
haveafocallengthof397mmandmustbeusedwiththeminimum
radius of rotation (132 mm).

Tomographicdatacanbeacquiredineithertheâ€˜stepandshoot'
or â€˜continuousrotation'mode.Inthe latter,morethanone rota
tioncan be performedwith the rotationdirectionreversingbe
tween rotations. Data from each rotation is summedfor a given
angle. Data are energy-corrected and linearity-corrected on-line
on aneventby eventbasis.Uniformitycorrectionof eachprojec
tionis donepriorto tomographicreconstruction.

Forbrainstudies,thecamerasaresetattheminimumradiusof
rotation(132mm)and the headrest is attached to the base of the
couch. The height of the headrest is fixed but the height of the
couch can be adjusted for patient comfort. For the rest of the
body, positioning is more time consuming in order to provide the
bestorbit,i.e., closestto thepatient.Duringacontinuousrotation
acquisition, the radius of rotation of each camera remains fixed
butduringastepandshootacquisition,thecamerascanfollowan
elliptical path, ensuring closer patient proximity.

The physical performance of the Toshiba GCA-9300A triple
headedSPECTsystemhas beenassessed.Usinga water-filled
c@1indercontaining @Fc,the tOmOgraphiCvolume sensitivity
was 33.8 and 34.8 kcps/(MBciJml)/cmfor the high-resolution,
parallel-hole (HR-PH) collimator and the super high-resolution,
lead fanbeam (SHR-FB)collimator,respectively,exduding the
rotationtime(s)duringscanningwhen dataare notacquired.The
tomographicspatial resolutionat the center, in air, with 132 mm
radius of rotationwas 10.2 and 7.8 mm FWHMwiththe HR-PH
andSHR-FBcollimators,respectively;in waterit was 11.0and
7.8 mm.ReCOnStrUctedrelativeactivityconcentrationswereac
curateforbothcollimatorsetsifattenuationcorrectionwasused.
With the SHR-FB collimators, the average peak-to-valley ratio of
five-linesourcesinwaterimprovedsignificantlywhenan asym
metric energy window was used. Using the three-dimensional
Hoffman brain phantom wh@h simulates a 4:1 grey matter-to
white matter ratio and the usual choice of acquisitionand pro
ceasing parameters for brain studies, the reconstructed grey
matter-to-whitematter ratiowas onlyabout 1.7 for total counts
typlcaltyacquired in a @Tc-HMPAOstudy (4.0 M counts) and
only 2.3 for 40 M counts. There was a qualitativeimprovement

@thanasymmetricenergywindow.

J Nuci Med1993; 34:I778â€”1789

he role of single photon emission computed tomogra
phy (SPEC!') in clinical practice and research has been
enhanced with the introduction of multiheaded but primar
ily triple-headed systems (1â€”3).Compared to a conven
tional single rotatinggamma camera, they can yield supe
riorimagequality(4)evenatlowerpatientdosesand/or
lower acquisition times (5) due to increased tomographic
volume sensitivity and improved spatial resolution. With
parallel-holecollimators, some of the gainin sensitivity can
be traded-offfor improved resolution using narrowerholes
and/or increased hole length. Because of the propertiesof
fanbeam collimators, both sensitivity and resolution can
improve (6â€”8).Thus, SPEC!' protocols can now be tai
bred to the clinical problem. The pertinent variables are
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source to be placed at the center of the FOV which did not permit
anadequateanalysisof thesystemresponse.Thedatafileswere
thereforetransferredfromtheToshibacomputerto a DECVAX
stationviaanIBM-compatiblePCandwereanalyzedusingacode
written in VAX FORTRAN. For a given camera, collimator and
y-coordinate of the point source, the following four graphs were
plotted:

1. x-coordinate of the center of the source activity at each
camera angle (obtained using a Gaussian fit). For a perfect
system this should be a perfect sinusoid of a 360-degree
period with amplitude equivalent to the maximum displace
mentof thesourcefromtheCOR.

2. y-coordinateof the centerof the sourceactivityat each
camera angle (obtained using a Gaussian fit). For a perfect
system this should be a horizontal straight line, i.e., con
stant y-coordinate corresponding to the slice position.

3. Residualobtainedby subtractinga fittedsinusoidof 360-
degree period (first order Fourier analysis) from the mea
suredx-coordinate.This shows the deviationof the x-coor
dinate from a perfect sinusoid and for a perfect system it
shouldbe a horizontalstraightlineatzero.

4. Average of the x-coordinate at camera angle 4 and at 4 +
180degrees. For a perfect system this should be a horizontal
straight line at the mean x-coordinate.

It is themeanof thex-coordinatedatathatis takento represent
the position of the COR and used by other manufacturersto
calculate the COR-offset correction.

Inter-Camera Align,nent. The projections from each acquisi
tion for the CORexperimentswere mergedto investigatewhether
a y-shift was present duringrotation.The x-axis andy-axis align
mentof the threecameraswith respectto eachotherwas also
examined by performing tomographic acquisitions of a
point source in air and at the center of the FOV for each camera
separatelyand all three togetherand then comparingthe recon
structedcoordinatesof the source.Step andshoot acquisitions
wereperformedwithbothcollimatorsets.

Stability ofPlanar Sensifi@ty with Angle. Using a @Tcpoint
source in air at the center of the FOV and at 132 mm radius of
rotation,acquisitionswere performedwith each camerasepa
ratelyandall threetogetherwithbothcollimatorsets usingcon
tinuous and step modes. The effect of clockwise or counterciock
wise rotationwas also examined.The stabilityof sensitivitywith
angle was assessed by comparing the total counts in each of the
planarprojections.Acquisitionswerealsoperformedwitha â€œCO
pointsourcetapedon the face of eachcamerain turnto check
whethertherewere any variationsof sensitivityor rotational
speed with angle; both continuous and step modes were em
ployed.

Tomographic Volume SensitivÃ¼y.A cylinder (200mm in diam
eter X 300 mm)containingan accuratelymeasuredamountof

@Tcuniformly mixed in water was placed in the center of the
FOVparallelto the axis of rotation.Tomographicacquisitions
wereperformedusingthestepandcontinuousrotationmodes,at
6 degreesper step, and matrix size M2 for both parallel and
fanbeamcollimatorsnotingtheexacttimeeachacquisitionstarted
and finished. A 20%energy window was used, placed symmetri
cally on the peak and shifted by 3% to the high-energy side. Using
thetotalcountsacquiredwithinthecentral102-mmlengthof the
FOV,theactualtimeof dataacquisition(i.e., 20 x timeperstep
whether step or continuousmode)and the activity used(decay

P@nar MeawmmeMs
Enet@j' Resolution. Energy resolution measurements on the

GCA-9300Awere made using five differentradionucides: â€œCo
(122keV), 67Ga(92 and 182keV), @@iTc(140keV), 1@I(159keV)
and201'fl(x-rayscenteredat 71keV).

Planar UnIfOPmi@y.The intrinsic planar uniformity was as
sessed for each camera in turn by removing the collimator and
placing a @â€œ@Tcpoint source on the central axis of the camera at
a distanceof 2 m. Thesystem'splanaruniformitywas assessed
foreachcamerausinga 57COfloodsourceplacedon theparallel
holecollimator.

Planar Sensitivity. For the parallel-hole collimators, the planar
point source sensitivity was measured for each camera using a

@Fcpoint source of known activity placed in air 100 mm from
thecollimator.Forthefanbeamcollimators,measurementswere
only performed with the cameras set to their minimum radius of
rotation(132mm)andthesourceat thecenterof theFOV.The
relativeplanarsensitivitiesof the threecamerasover the entire
FOVwereevaluatedby imagingthe57COfloodoneachcamerain
turn for the same amount of time for both collimator sets.

PkmnarSystem Spatial Rerolution. The planar system spatial
resolution in air was measured for the cameras fitted with the
HR-PH collimators. A@'Tcpoint sourcewas placed at the center
of the FOVandstaticimages(5122matrix)wereacquiredat 10,
50, 100, 132, 150, 200 and 250 mm from the collimator face. The

variation of planar resolution with radial distance from the center
of theFOVwas examinedusingfive-linesourcesinairparallelto
the collimatorface at 132mmwiththe firstin the centerof the
FOVandtheothers20 mmapart.

Planar Collimator Response. A phantom consisting of 14 par
allel-line sources (diameter < 2 mm) 30 mm apart on a thin
perspex slab was used to investigate possible spatial distortion as
a functionof distancefromthe collimator.Planarimages(2562
matrix)of the phantomwere acquiredat 0, 50, 100,150,200and
250 mm for both coffimators,for each camera with the lines
parallel to both the x-direction and the y-direction.

Tomographic Measurements
Reconstnscted I&el Size. The reconstructed pixel size was

measured using four @â€˜@Tcline sources approximately 100 mm
long,fixedtoablockofexpandedpolystyreneformingasquareof
dimension160mmandplacedperpendicularto thecamerasinthe
centerof theFOV.A 60-frame,360-degreestepandshootacqui
sition (6 degrees per step)was performed using a 1282matrix with
theHR-PHcollimatorsanda 2562matrixwiththe SHR-FBcol
limators. The latterwere converted to parallelgeometry data (1282
matrix, 6 degrees per step).

Center ofRotation. A @Fcpoint source was placed approxi
mately 80 mm horizontally from the center of rotation (COR) at a
measured point along the axis of rotation (y-axis). Data were
acquired for each of the three cameras at each of five y-coordi
natesusingbothcollimatorsets. Ineachcase, a 60-frame,clock
wise, step and shoot acquisition was performed over a 360-degree
rotation(6degreesperstep)withtheminimumradiusof rotation
(132mm).Thedatafortheparallel-holecollimatorswereacquired
using a 1282 matrix. For the fanbeam collimators, the data were
collectedusinga 2562matrixandthenconvertedto parallelge
ometly data with a matrix size of 1282, 6 degrees per step. In
addition, a single acquisition for each collimatorwas performed
withthe camerasrotatingin a counterclockwisedirectionto de
termine if there was any mechanical hysteresis.

TheCORanalysison theToshibacomputerrequiredthepoint
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corrected), the tomographic volume sensitivity was expressed as
kcps/(MBciJnil)/cm.

Tomographic Umfonnizy. A cylinder (200 mm in diameter x
190mm)containingapproximately700MBq of @â€œ@Tcuniformly
mixed in water was placed in the center ofthe FOV parallel to the
axis of rotation. Tomographic acquisitions were performed using
thestepmodeat4 degreesperstep,30Mcountsandmatrixsize
1282 and 2562 for the parallel and fanbeam collimators, respec
tively; the latter were converted to parallel geometry data at 1282
and4 degrees.Nonuniformitieswere evaluatedin 12-mmthick
reconstructedslices (4 pixels for HR-PH and 7 pixels for SHR
FB) using horizontal and vertical proffles.

Tomographic Spatial Resohstion@ The tomographic recon
structed spatial resolution was measured using @â€˜Tccapfflaiy
line sources in air and in water usingboth collimatorsets and a
20% symmetric energy window under a wide variety of acquisi
tionconditions.All reconstructionsweredoneusingno prefilter,
a rampb@ckprojectionifiterandno attenuationcorrection.

First, with a singlepoint source at the center of the FOV, the
reconstructed spatial resolution was measured for each camera
separately and all three together using both collimator sets. Then,
withthree horizontal,parallel-linesourcesradiallyspacedat 0,40
and80mmfromthecenterof theFOV,severalacquisitionswere
performed.For the parallel-holecollimators,differentradiiof
rotationwereused(132,150,200,250and300mm)with4-degree
steps and 1282matrix. At a radius of 132mm, acquisitions using
3-degreeand 6-degreesteps were also performed.Both step and
continuous(single)rotationmodeswereemployed.Forthe fan
beamcollimators,acquisitionswereperformedat 132mmradius
of rotationwith4-degreesteps (2562matrix)convertedto 4 de
grees,(1282matrix),andwith6-degreesteps, (2562matrix)con
vertedto 6 degrees,(1282matrix).Theseacquisitionswere also
performedwithbothstepandcontinuous(single)rotationmodes.

Theeffectof employingthemultiple-rotationmodeon the to
mographicspatial resolutionin air was also examined.Eight ro
tationswere used, the datafromcorrespondingframeson each
rotation were summed subsequently to acquire data for 2, 3, 7 and
8 rotationsfortheparallel-holecollimatorsata 200-mmradiusof
rotationandforfanbeamcollimators(132-mmradiusof rotation).
All acquisitions utilized 6-degree steps and 1282matrix. For the
parallel-holecollimators, acquisitions were also performed at a
radiiof rotationof 132,150,250and 300mmbut only the sum of
all eight rotations was used.

To allowcomparisonwith previouslypublishedvaluesof re
constructedspatialresolution(7,10), two additionalacquisitions
wereperformed:parallel-holecollimators,step andshoot,4 de
grees per step (1282 matrix), enlargement factor x 1.5 and radii of
rotationof 132and200mm;fanbeamcollimators,2 degreesper
step, (2562matrix)convertedto 4 degreesperstep (1282matrix)
parallel geometzy data. The three-line sources and the Toshiba
five-linesourcephantomwere used.The lattercomprisesa lineat
the center and four lines at 75 mm from the center, 90 degrees
apart. Central, radial and tangential FWHM values were calcu
latedas the averagefromthreeslices, 10mmthickand40 mm
apart.

In order to assess the effect of an asymmetric energy window
on reconstructedspatialresolutionandcontrast,five horizontal
99mTc line sources in water (20 mm apart) were scanned at a
132-mmradius of rotationwith both collimatorsets usinga 20%
ener@windowbothsymmetricandasymmetric(3%offset).

Tomographic Lineatily of Response. In order to assess the
quantitative response of the system to different activity concen

trations, five vials (35 mm diameter x 60 mm) were scanned and
filled with water containing 10-100 MBq which varied from 10-
100MBq. The vials were supported horizontally on the back plate
of a 200-mmdiametercylinderwithonevialatthecenterandthe
others at a radius of 75 mm and 90 degrees apart. Acquisitions
wereperformedwiththevialsintheairandthecylinderfilledwith
water usingboth collimatorsets. Reconstructionswere done with
no prefilter,anda rampbackprojectionfilterwithoutattenuation
correction as well as with attenuation correction. Regions of in
terest (ROIs)of 16 x 16mm2wereplaced in the centerof eachvial
to determinethe relativeactivityconcentrationsin a centralre
constructed slice thickness of about 12 mm (4 pixels for HR-PH
and7 pixelsforSHR-FB).

Hoffman Three-DimensionalBrain Phantom Studies. The Ho
ffman three-dimensional brain phantom (11) was used to evaluate
the effectsof the various acquisitionand processingparameters
onreconstructedimagequalityandonreconstructedaveragegrey
matter-to-whitematterratio.Thisphantommimicsthe three-di
mensional normal anatomy of the human brain and reproduces the
4:1ratiothatis observedfornormalgreyandwhitematterblood
flow. The phantomwas carefullyfilledwith uniformlymixed
99mTcin distilled water to which a small quantity ofwetting agent
was added to ensure that no signifIcantair bubbles remained
trapped.Acquisitionswere performedwithbothcollimatorsets at
theminimumradiusof rotation.AllHR-PHprojectionswere1282
matrix; SHR-FB projections were 2562 but converted to 1282
matrix,parallelgeometiydata. Both continuousand step modes
were employedfor 60,90and 120frames.The effectsof ifitering
andconvertingfrom2 degreesperstepforfanbeamdatato 3-, 4-
and6-degreesforparalleldatawerealso investigated.To assess
theeffectofusinganasymmetricenergywindowonreconstructed
contrast resolution, the Hoffman three-dimensional brain phan
tom was scanned with both collimator sets at 132-mmradius of
rotationusingbothsymmetricandasymmetric(3%offset)energy
windows.

RESULTS

Planar Measurements
Eneigj' Resolution. The energy resolution was deter

mined by obtaining a curve of the pulse-height spectrum
and determining the FWHM of the peak(s) using linear
interpolation.This was then expressed as a percentage of
the peak energy. The energy was calibratedby means of a
graph of energy versus a pulse-height analyzer channel
correspondingto the peak of the pulse-heightspectrumfor
the differentnucides investigated. The energy range coy
ered by the calibration curve was 71â€”182keV and was
found to be linear (r = 0.999). The percentage FWHM
energy resolution of the GCA-9300A for @9'cwas 10.1%
(average value for all three cameras) compared with
< 10.6% (worst value) and 9.6% (typical value) as quoted in

the GCA-9300A NEMA specification sheet.
Planar Unifonnity. The planar extrinsic uniformity over

the useful field-of-view (UFOV) was assessed using the
HR-PH collimators, a 57CO flood phantom and a 20% sym
metric energy window (Table 1). The intrinsic nonunifor
mity parameters were yew close to the extrinsic values
indicating that the collimator contribution to nonuniformity
was minimalexcept for camera B.
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Camera

A 3.62.1B
4.12.5C
3.51.8Technetlum-99m

pointsource sensitMtyin air(cps/MBq)HR-PH
at SHR-FBatCamera

100mm132mmA

74.683.1B
75.181.1C
74.881.9Planar

spatialresolutionasa functionof distancefromthe
HR-PHcollki@atorof cameraADistance

FWHMFWTM(mn@
(mm)(mm)10

4.47.950
6.010.5100
8.013.9132
9.316.5150

10.117.7200
12.421.4250
14.4 25.5

resolution, the FWHM was determined by linear interpo
lation. The variation of planar system spatial resolution
with distance in air is given in for the HR-PH collimator of
camera A. Corresponding values for the other cameras
werewithinÂ±0.2mm(Table1).Thespatialresolutionwas
constant to within Â±0.2mm with radialdistance from the
center of the FOV at 132mm from the face of the collima
tor.

Planar Collimator Response. Figure 1 presents qualita
tively the planar collimator response at different distances
from the collimator face. The parallel-holecollimators cx
hibitedminimal(negligible)distortions. However, with the
fanbeam collimators, significant nonlinearities were cvi
dent with increasing distance of the phantom from the
collimator face.

Tomographic Measurements
Reconstnicted Pir@elSize. The reconstructed pixel size

for 1282matrixobtainedusing four-linesources arrangedin
a square of size 160 mm perpendicularto the axis of rota
tion was 3.2 mm and 1.735 mm for the HR-PH and
SHR-FB collimators, respectively. In spite ofthe nonlinear
distortions observed in planar images with the SHR-FB
collimators (Fig. 1), there were no distortions in transaxial
slices as shown in Figure 2.

Center of Rotation. Representative results from the
COR experiments performedwith a @Tcpoint source at
five different y-positions for each camera for both collima
tor sets are presented in Figure 3. The parallel-holecoffi
mators exhibited a better response than the fanbeamcoffi
mators. The slight sinusoidal trend seen on the graphs of
y-coordinate versus camera angle suggests a slight camera
tilt away fromthe horizontalaxis ofrotation; the maximum
deviationwas about Â±0.8mm for the parallel-holecollima
tors compared to Â±1.7 mm for the fanbeam collimators.
The spread in the x-residual was about Â±0.6mm for the
parallel-hole collimators compared to Â±2.6mm for the
fanbeam collimators. Irrespective of the y-position of the
point source, fanbeamcollimatorproblemswere primarily
evident for gantiy angles 0â€”120Â°for all cameras suggesting
a regional defect in the collimator manufacturing mold
(since at these positions the point source would have been
imaged in the same region of the collimator).

___ ____ ____ FIGURE1. Planarcollimator
responsetoa phantomcompris
ing parallellinesources placed
parallel to the collimator face
(cameraA)at5O, 100, l5Oand
200 mm in air fromthe HR-PH
(A)colimatorand the SHR-FB
collimator(B).Nonlineardistor
tionsareevidentwith increasing
distance from the SHR-FB colli
mator.

TABLE I
QuantitativeAssessmentof the Planar Performanceof the

Toshiba GCA-9300ASystem

ExtrinsicplanaruntlormftyusingHR-PHcollimators
l_ Differential

(%) (%)

PlanarSensitiviiy. The three cameras ofthe GCA-9300A
have an almost equal point source sensitivity of 100%,
100.7% and 100.3% at 100 mm in air for the HR-PH coffi
mators(Table1). The pointsourcesensitivityof the
SHR-FB collimators varies with the distance from the col
limator and was only measured with the source at the
center of the FOV at 132mm in air. Expressed as percent
ages, these sensitivityvalues were 100%,97.5%and
98.5%, respectively. The relative planar sensitivities of the

three cameras, obtained using a 57COflood phantom on
each collimatorwere equalwithin 0.8%for the HR-PH and
2.7% for the SHR-FB collimators.

Planar System SpatialResolution. The planar pixel size
for the HR-PH collimatorswas measuredas 0.80 mm using
a 5122 matrix in both the x- and y-directions. For the
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FIGURE 2. Transaxlalslicethroughfour-OnesourcesIna squarearrangementperpendiculartothe
axis of rotation in the center of the FOVwiththe SHR-FB collimators.No distortions are evident

and 64 for a @â€˜@Tcpoint source at the center of the FOV
reconstructed separately with each camera and all three
cameras together, for both parallel-hole and fanbeam col
limators, indicatingthat there was no detectable misalign
ment.

Stability of Planar Sensitivity with Angle. The planar
sensitivity of each camera to a @Tcpoint source at the
centerof the FOVin airwas constantwithin5.6%maxi
mumdeviationfor the HR-PH collimatorsand 7.9%for the
SHR-FB collimators. The percent integrated counts over

Inter-Camera Alignment. There was no visually appar
ent y-shift in the merged point source projections (of the
COR experiments) from each camera. The average of the
five mean x-coordinates (COR) for the five y-positions
were63.65,63.61and63.46pixelsforcamerasA, B andC,
respectively, for the HR-PH collimators, and 63.56, 63.69
and 63.24 pixels for the SHR-FB collimators. Thus, the
maximum difference between cameras was 0.6 and 0.8mm
fortheparallel-holeandfanbeamcollimators,respectively.
The x- and y-coordinates (in pixels, 1282matrix) were 65

Pbc6@ y-coord. vs. angle@ 64

2

67 1

a U @@â€”@--â€”-â€”@--vL.,J@n@163.5
HR PH

66 -1

-2

...... ( 30507090110

b 65jU
SHRFB

119
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x-residual vs. angle COR value vs. y positton

U
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65 63
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FIGURE 3. Centerof rotation(COR)graphsforcameraA wfth:(a) HR-PHand(b)SHR-FBcOllimatOrs.Threegraphsare presented:
y-coorclnateofthe polntsourceversus cameraangle;x-residual(ddlerencebetweenmeasuredx-coordinateand fittedsine wave)versus
camera angle; and COR value (expressed in pixels, 128@matÃ±x)for each of five y-coord@atesof a point source placed 80 mm fromthe
centeroftheFOV.
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CoI1ki@ator% offsetVolume

sensitivityStepContinuousMeanHR-PH0%

3%32.5 29.433.8 30.533230.0SHR-FB0%

3%33.3 30.434.8 31.534.1 30.9

window, the drop in sensitivity was 10.8% and 11.2%,
respectively.

Tomographic Urufonnity. Tomographic uniformity was
assessed in 12-mm thick slices reconstructed without pre
ifitering and with the ramp backprojection filter. With par
allel-hole collimators, attenuationcorrection resulted in a
more uniform image (i.e., smaller fractional s.d. as de
scribed by horizontal and vertical profiles). With the fan
beam collimators, the reconstructed distribution was more
uniform without attenuation correction. This is in agree
ment with a Toshiba recommendationnot to apply atten
uation correction for fanbeambrain SPECF. (Attenuation
correctionwas performedusingToshibasoftwarewithan
attenuationcoefficient of 0.12. An interactive threshhold
ing method was used to determine body outline. Horizontal
and vertical proffles of 12-mm thick strips through the
center of the FOV gave Â±15%(s.d./mean) for the HR-PH
collimators and Â±11%for SHR-FB collimators.

Tomographic Spatial Resolution. Measurements with
@9@cline sources in air and water for both collimator sets

under a variety of acquisition conditions are presented in
Tables 3â€”6.

Therewere no differences(< Â±0.1mm) in the FWHM or
FW'TM tomographic spatial resolution obtained with a

@â€œTcpoint source in air scanned with each camera sepa
rately and all three cameras together fitted with either
HR-PH or SHR-FB collimators. With the cameras set at
the minimum radius of rotation (132 mm) and using 90
frames, the tomographic spatial resolution in air at the
center of the FOV was 10.2 and 7.8 mm FWHM with the
HR-PH and SHR-FB collimators, respectively (19.0 and
13.8 mm FWTM). These values are in agreement with
those of Ichiharaet al. (10): 10.0 and 7.5 mm, respectively.
Slightly better values (9.8 mm FWHM, 17.6 mm FWTM)
were obtained for the HR-PH collimators by using a 1.Sx
enlargementfactor (Table3), because of the improved
spatial sampling. The direction of gantiy rotation had no
effect (< Â±0.1mm) on the measured reconstructed spatial
resolution. There were no significant differences in the
FWHM or FWTM values between continuous or step ac
quisitionmodes for eitherparallel(Table3) or fanbeam
(Table 4) collimators. For the HR-PH collimators, there
were no significantdifferences in FWHM or FWFM with
the number of frames (60, 90 or 120) and the radial and
tangential resolutions were about equal (Table 3). How
ever,fortheSHR-FBcollimators,thetangentialresolution
at 80 mm from the center with 60 frames was signfficantly
inferior(byabout2 mmFWHM)comparedto thatwith90
frames; the tangential resolution was worse than the radial
resolutionfor both 60 and 90 frames (Table4). The number
of continuous rotations (from 2 to 8) had no significant
effect on the reconstructed resolution for parallel or fan
beam collimators. The best estimates of resolution with
fanbeam collimators were obtained with 2-degree steps
(2562 matrix) converted to 4 degrees, (1282 matrix) (Table

4). But even at this improved angular sampling, the tan
gential resolution is worse than the radial. The central,

TABLE 2
Tomographic Volume Sensitivity (kcps/(MBoJml)/cm)Using a
20% Energy Wndow Over Actual lime of Data Acquisition

all projections for each camera separately and all three
together were 100%, 100.3%, 100.1%and 99.4%, respec
tively, with the HR-PH collimators and 100%, 97.4%,
97.2% and 99.8%, respectively, with the SHR-FB collima
tors. There was no significantdifference with direction of
rotationor acquisitionmode (continuousor step). Simi
larly, with the 57CO point source taped on the collimator
face,thenumberof countsperprojectionwasindependent
of the angle and no differences were observed between
continuous or step acquisitions. The percent integrated
countsover all projectionsfor each camerawere 100%,
101.5% and 101.8%, respectively, for the step mode and
100%, 101.4%and 101.7%, respectively, for the continuous
rotation mode.

Tomographic Volume Sensitivity. The tomographic vol
ume sensitivities of the GCA-9300A with HR-PH and
SHR-FB collimators are given in Table 2 using both sym

metric and asymmetric (3% offset) 20% energy windows
for both step and continuousrotationmodes. The two
collimators have almost equal volume sensitivity. The
quoted volume sensitivities representthe maximumvalues
since they were calculated using the time period of actual
data acquisition, i.e., excluding the time during which the
gantry rotates from one step to the next in the step and
shoot acquisition mode or the time prior to starting and
after completion of the 120-degree rotation in the continu
ous rotation mode. The gantry rotation time for step and
shoot acquisition varies between 8â€”12sec for different
angular step size and acquisition time. The time prior to
starting and after completion of a continuous rotation ac
quisition varies with the specified scanning time: for 1, 2
and 5 miii scanningtimes, the â€˜deadtime' was 8, 13 and 22
see, respectively. Thus, for short scanning times (as in
dynamic SPECT) the wasted time constitutes a significant
fraction of the total imaging time and, consequently, the
effective tomographicvolume sensitivity is reduced. The
volume sensitivity for continuous rotationwas 4.0%higher
than for the step mode; possibly due to a timingdifference
in the implementationof the continuous and step modes.
The volume sensitivities for the continuous rotationmode
for HR-PHand SHR-FBcollimatorswith a symmetric
energywindowwere33.8and34.8kcps/(MBq/ml)/cm,re
spectively. The drop in volume sensitivity by using a 3%
offset was 9.6% and 9.2% for the HR-PH and SHR-FB
collimators, respectively. With a symmetric 15% energy
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Tomographic

F@::f

(mm)spatial

resolutionof HR-PH

dist@flC@
(mm)coUknators

at a 132-mm and
enlargementx1.5

Radial (mm)200-mm

redkisof rotationusing step, 90

Tangentialframes,

and

(mm)FWHMFWTMFWHMFWTM1320

40
809.8

9.9
10.017.6

17.4
17.89.6

9.5
8.117.5

17.5
17.42@0

40
8012.8

12.8
12.822.2

22.6
22.312.9

12.1
10.822.2

21.7
21.8

TABLE 3
TomographicSpatial ReSolUtiOninAirUsingthe HR-PHCollimators

Variationof tomographk@spatial resolutioninair withdifferentnumberofframes (60,90 and 120)usIngHR-PHcollImators,132-mm
radkiswithbothcontinuousandstepmodes

Radial Redlal(mm) Tangential(mm)
distance

Descr@on (mm) FWHM FWTM FWHM FWTM

Contlnuous(60frames)010.919.310.819.64010.819.310.820.18010.318.711.822.9Continuous(90frames)0

40
8010.2

10.6
11.319.0

19.0
19.810.5

10.9
10.619.4

19.6
20.4Contlnuous(l2oframes)0

40
8010.8

10.8
10.419.4

19.3
18.710.8

10.5
10.919.6

19.4
20.9Step(6oframes)0

40
8010.8

10.9
10.419.2

19.3
18.710.7

10.6
10.419.8

19.8
20.2Step

(90frames)0
40
8010.3

10.3
11.118.6

18.5
19.81

1.0
10.9
9.919.7

20.3
20.9Step(l2oframes)0

40
8010.8

10.8
10.319.3

19.2
18.611.4

10.4
10.319.8

19.6
19.8

radial and tangential FWHM values obtained using the
Toshiba five-line source phantomare presented in Table 5.
During a 6-mo period, the reproducibility ofthese measure
mentswas Â±0.1mm.

In water, the tomographic spatial resolution at the center
of theFOVand132mmradiusof rotationwas 11.0and7.8
mm FWHM with the HR-PH and SHR-FB collimators,
respectively (20.6 and 14.5 mm FWTM) (Table 6). The
degradation of tomographic spatial resolution with increas
ing radius of rotation is presented in Table 6 for the HR-PH
collimators.

With a 20% symmetric energy window, the average
peak-to-valley ratio offive-line sources spaced by 20 mm in
water(five peaks and fourvalleys)was 4.6 and 11.1 for the
parallel-hole and fanbeam collimators, respectively. The
difference is due to the different pixel sizes (3.2 mm for
HR-PH and 1.735 mm for SHR-FB) and the superior spa
tial resolution of the SHR-FB collimators. With a 3% off
set, the average peak-to-valley ratio improved by only
2.8%for the parallel-holecollimatorsbut therewas a 13.7%
improvement for the fanbeam collimators. There was no
improvement in FWHM spatial resolution with the asym
metric energy window.

Tomographic Lineaiity of Response. The quantitative
response of the system to the same activity concentration
in differentareas of the FOV is presented in Table 7. Scans
wereperformedwithbothcollimatorsets,withthevialsin
the air as well as in a water-filled cylinder. Each set of
estimated concentrations was normalized with respect to
the averageof the five reconstructedvalues. Withthe vials
in water, the activity in the centralvial is severely under
estimated if attenuation correction is not used.

Similarly, the quantitative response of the system to
differentrelative activity concentrations (expressed in the
range 0.0â€”1.0)was evaluated using vials containing accu
rately measured quantities of @9'c.Reconstructions were
performedwith and without attenuationcorrection (linear
attenuationcoefficient0.12cm@').Ineachexperiment,the
centralvial contained the highest activity andwas used for
normalizing the other four estimated concentrations. Esti
mated relative activity concentrationswere similarfor the
twocollimatorsets, andtheyweremoreaccurateinwater
if attenuation correction was used. Values without attenu
ationcorrectionwere overestimatedfor both collimator
sets because the central vial (with respect to which nor
malization was performed) was underestimated. Figure 4
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Tomographic

distance
(mm)spatial

resolutionInair withSH

RedliR-FB

collimatorsusingstep
degreesperstep

(mm)256k,

2 degreesperstepconvertedto I

Tangential(mm)28k,

@FWHMFWTMFWHMFWTM07.813.88.514.1408.014.48.515.2808.314.88.615.3

Step(9oframes;4Â°â€”'4Â°)07.913.88.314.8408.314.48.915.3808.114.89.617.3Contlnuous(9oframes;4Â°-+4Â°)0

40
807.9

8.3
8.413.8

14.4
14.98.5

9.0
10.114.9

15.6
18.0Step(6oframes;6Â°-.6Â°)0

40
807.9

8.3
8.413.9

14.4
15.28.0

9.4
11.6152

16.0
19.9ContInuous(6OfraTles;6Â°-.6Â°)0

40
808.0

8.4
8.514.1

14.5
1528.5

10.0
12.814.8

17.1
23.1

Variationoftomogr@ spatial resolutionInwateratdifferent
radiiof rotationusingthe HR-PHcollImators,90

frames,stepRedlus
FWHMFWTM(mm)
(mm)(mm)132

11.020.6150
11.320.8299
12.423.3250
14226.4300
16.8 31.3

60frames07.814.37.915.0408.517.08.015.8809.818.812.221.490frames0

40
807.8

8.3
9.414.5

16.8
18.27.8

7.2
9.314.8

162
15.8

FWHM

(mm)HR-PH 132 mmHR-PH 200 mmSHR-FB132mmCentral10.613.17.6RadIal10.213.18.1Tangential9.111.67.0

TABLE 4
TOmOgraphiCSpatial ResolUtiOnin ,@JrUsing the SHR-FB Collimators

Variationof tomographicspatial resolutionInair w@ step andcontlnuous modes, and nunter of frames (60 and 90) wIththe SHR
FBcollimators(2562-@128@

distance
(mm) FWHM

Rad@ (mn@ Tangential(mm)

FWTM FWHM FWTM

shows that there is an excellent linear relationship between
true and estimated relative activity concentrations and if
attenuationcorrectionis used, the relationshipis close to
the identity line (for the HR-PH collimators:slope = 1.02,
intercept= 0.03, r = 0.997;forthe SHR-FBcollimators:
slope = 0.98, intercept = 0.04, r = 0.997).

Hoffman Three-Dimensional Brain Phantom. Figure 5
demonstrates the excellent image quality achieved by the
Toshil,a GCA-9300A in imaging the Hoffman three-dimen
sional brain phantom using both collimator sets with
132-mmradiusof rotation. In both cases, the total number
of countsin the â€˜brain'(i.e., excludingtheuniformpartof
the phantom) was about 40 M counts; reconstruction was
performedusing the Butterworthprefilterwithpower 8 and
the ramp backprojectionfilterwith attenuationcorrection
fortheparallel-holecollimatorandwithoutattenuationcor
rection for the fanbeam collimator. A linear grey scale and
standard Toshiba threshhoWing of 10%-105% was used to

TABLE 5
TomographicS@ ReSolUtiOn(FWHMmm) Obtained Using
the Toshiba Frve-Une Source Phantom AIled with Â°Â°@Tcwith

HR-PH(redOof r@tion@132 and 200 mm)and SHR-FB
Collimators (132-mm radius)

display the images. Image quality with the SHR-FB colli
mators is superior.

For quantitative analysis, the same transaxial slice
through the thalami and basal ganglia ofthe Hoffman three
dimensional brain phantom was reconstructed for a variety

TABLE 6
TomographicSpatial ResolutIOnin Water WithHR-PHand

SHR-FB Collimators

Variationoftomographicspatial resolutionkiwater usingthe
SHR-FBcollimators

distance Radial(mm) Tangential(mm)

Descdption (mm) FWHM FWTM FWHM FWTM
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VialsMeasuredEstimatedIn

airEstimated
inwater (no

attenuationcorrection)Estimated
inwater (with

attenuationcorrection)HR-PHSHR-FBHR-PH

SHR-FBHR-PHSHR-FBA1
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TABLE 7
TomographicResponse to the Same ActivityConcentrationsin DifferentAreas in the FOVinftJrand in a Water-RIledC@1inder

of differentacquisitionsand/orprocessingconditions.The
slice thickness was commonly 6.4 mm for the HR-PH
collimators (i.e., 2 pixels thick) and 7.0 mm for SHR-FB
(i.e., 4 pixels thick); however, quantitatively, there was no
significant difference if half the slice thickness was used.
The average grey matter-to-white matter ratios obtained
using square ROIs in the same positions for each different
set of conditions are listed in Table 8. Eighteen ROIs were
used for the grey matter and seven for the white matter.
The size of the ROl was 8.7 x 8.7 mm2, correspondingto
about 1x the FWHM spatial resolution. All values are
significantly less than 4:1, the theoretical value, due to the
partial volume effect. There was no quantitative difference
in grey matter-to-whitematter ratio between step or con
tinuous acquisition modes, for either parallel or fanbeam
collimators. Adding projection data from more than one

rotationcauses a reductionin the grey matter-to-white
matterratio(Table8). The effectof angularsamplingand
fanbeam to parallel rebinning is presented in Table 8. In the
presenceof highcounts (andhence low noise), a higher
cut-off frequency ifiter yields a higher grey matter-to-white
matterratio;evenso, themaximumvalueobtainedusinga
symmetric window was only about 2.3 with the Butter
worth ifiter, power 8 and a cut-off frequency of 0.8 cycles/

cm. Use of an asymmetric energy window (3% offset) gave
no improvementin grey matter-to-whitematterratiofor
the parallel-holecollimators and only a 5.6%improvement
for fanbeamcollimators (from2.30 to 2.43, Table 8). There
was a slightvisualimprovementin imagequalitywiththe
asymmetric window using the SHR-FB collimators.

In routine clinical brain studies using SHR-FB collima
tors, the totalcountsacquiredaretypicallyabout4â€”5M
counts and the average grey matter-to-white matter ratio is
only about 1.7 (using the Butterworth preffiter with power
8 with 0.6 cycles/cm critical frequency and no attenuation
correction). A similar value (1.73)was obtained with a 4.0-

HRPH
SYM

a

b

I

0

0

I

U FBnoansn

â€¢ FBwili@n A

U PHWIthII@A

â€¢FBoI@@@sn

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Tru. concntratÃ¨ons

FIGURE 4. QuantItativeresponseof the ToshibaGCA-9300A
systemtodlfferentrelatlveactMtyconcentrations:(a)UsingSHR-FB
collimators with and without attenuation correction and (b) using
HR-PH and SHR-FB collimators with attenuation correction.
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FIGURE 5@ ImagequalityachisvedbytheTOshibaGCA-9300A
in Imagingthe Hoffman three-dImensIonalbrain phantomwith
132-mm radkis ofrotation and 20% symmetrIc energy window using
the HR-PH COllimatOrsand SHR-FB collimators with simliar acqul
sOlon,processing and display conditions.



TOShI*GE/CORGECollimator
GCA-9300ANeurocam400XCT

HR-PH,effectof numberofcontinuous@ns@on

Ratio1r@ation;6Â°128

2.282rotations;6Â°128
2.223r@ations;6Â°128
2.187rc*atlons;6Â°128
1.998rotatlons;6Â°128

1.98SHR-FB,

effect of angularsamplingandfaiibeem
to@ rebin,@ng.256k@ 128@@on

RatioStep;2Â°-+3Â°

2.27Step;?-.
4Â°2.23Step;2Â°-+6Â°

2.33Step;4Â°-+
4Â°2.10Step;4Â°â€”'6Â°

2.09Cont;4Â°â€”'6Â°
2.10Step;6Â°-+6Â°

2.10Effect

of symmetricversusasymmetricenergywindowRatioCoOWnator

S@cAsymmethcHR-PH

2212.22SHR-FB
2.30 2.43

GP= generalpurpose;HR= highresolution;andSHR-FB= super
highresolutionfanbeam.

(7, 10). The four-headed Osaka/Hitachi (Hitachi, Tiba, Ja

pan)SPECr (17), a brain-dedicatedsystem, utilizesfour
compact gamma cameras defining a square aperture of
constant size and similar FOV; its sensitivity with high
resolution collimators is 22.2 kcps/(MBq/ml)/cm. The
ASPECF (Digital, Waltham, MA) (18), another brain-ded
icated system consisting of a stationary annular NaI(fl)
ciystal and a rotating collimator system, gives 8.2 mm
FWHM in air and a tomographic sensitivity of 27.0 kcps/
(MBq/m)/cm.

We recognize that fanbeam collimators are difficult to
manufacture but improvements in the manufacturing pro
cess would appear to be necessary for the Toshiba
SHR-FB collimators because significant distortions were
observed in planar images. Although there were no obvi
ous artifactsin reconstructedimages, we assume that there
must be some underlying artifacts since reconstructed im
ages can only be as good as the planarprojectionsfrom
which they originate.

Quality assurance (QA) of SPECF instrumentation aims
to ensure optimum image quality (19). Compared to a
single rotating gamma camera, the requirements of a triple
headedsystemare greater:eachcameramustbe calibrated
in turn (PMT tuning, linearity, energy and uniformitycor
rections) and tested separately with respect to planarsen
sitivity, resolution and uniformity for each collimator; head
misalignment with respect to the center of rotation due to
linear shifts must be corrected in both the x- and the y
(patient axis) directions, and there must be no angular
misalignment between the three cameras. Having per
formed extensive planar and tomographic performance and
QA tests over a 6-mo period, we have concluded that the
Toshiba GCA-9300A is a well-calibrated and stable system.
All calibrations are either done at the factoty or on-site by
the Toshibaengineers.This is a differentphilosophyto that
of mostothermanufacturerswherecorrectionsfor COR,
energyandperhapslinearityareuser calibrations.How
ever,witheitherphilosophy,theusermustbe ableto test
the system regularlyin orderto detect a malfunctionbefore

TABLE 9
Comparison of Tomographic Performance of Toshiba

GCA-9300A, GE/CGR Neurocam and GE 400XCT Camera
Usinga 20% SymmetricEnergyWindow

TABLE 8
Vaiiationof Reconstructed Grey-to-WhiteMatterRatiowith
Different Acquisition and Processing Parameters Using the
Hoffman Three-Dimensional Brain Phantom, 40 M counts

Tomographicvolumesensitivity(kcps/(MBq/ml)/cm)
GP 50.7
HR 33.8 30.0
SHR-FB 34.8

TOmOgraphiCspatial resolution In air (FWHMmm)
GP 10.7

HR 102 9.0
SHR-FB 7.8

12.8
7.6

11.7
10.3

M counts acquisitionusing the Hoffmanthree-dimensional
brain phantom.

DISCUSSION

Collimator choice is one of the most important factors
that determineimage quality in nuclearmedicine. In agree
mentwithothers(12,13), we recommendtheuse of high
resolution collimators in SPECT. Fanbeamcollimatorscan
further improve both resolution and sensitivity (7A10,14);
the apparent system planar resolution improves by the
magnification effect. Cone-beam collimation gives the high
est sensitivity but requires a scanning trajectory that will
yield sufficient angular sampling (15,16).

Multiheaded SPECF systems primarily offer a substan
tial increase in tomographic volume sensitivity compared
to a singlerotatinggammacamera.Dependingon collima
tor type and collimatordesignparameters,bettertomo
graphicspatialresolutionis achievable. The Toshiba OCA
9300A triple-headed system achieves both objectives but
suffers from its extremely slow computer. With the equip
ment andcollimatorsavailableat our institution,a com
parson of measured tomographic sensitivity and spatial
resolution in air is given in Table 9 for the Toshiba GCA
9300A, the GE/COR Neurocam (9) and the GE 400XCT
single rotating gamma camera. With the tungsten ultra high
resolution (UHR) fanbeam collimators, the tomographic
sensitivity and spatial resolution of the GCA-9300A are
17.0 kcps/(MBq/m)/cm and 5.9 mm FWHM, respectively
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GE400XCTGE/CGR NeurocamTOShibaGCA-9300ACoOimatorsHRHROPSHR-FBNO.OfVisWS6412812890-@60Energy

window (offset %)20% @3%)20% (3%)20% (3%)20%(0%)Matrlxslze1286464256â€”@128Pixel

size(mm)324.04.01.735Timeperview(s)30-40201530Totaltlme(mEi)35â€”45151115Counts

perview(kcnts)50355055Total
counts(Mcounts)324.56.45.1

TABLE 10
Comparison of Acquisition Protocols for @rc-HMPAOBrain Perfusion Studies Using the GE 400XCT Gamma Camera, the

GE/CGR Neurocam and the Toshiba GCA-9300A

it affects clinical scans. For example, it has been recom
mended that COR corrections should be checked every
month and hence most manufacturersof SPECF equip
mentprovidesoftwarewhichcanbe used to performthe
required analysis. However, the COR corrections for the
Toshiba GCA-9300A system are set at the factory and
cannot be changed. Toshiba argues that a single COR cor
rection factor for all angles and all projections is insufficient
and thatmany correction factors should be used; acquiring
the required data on-site is not considered feasible. The
CORanalysiscodewrittenforthisworkcanbeobtained
from the authors.

For the parallel-holecollimators therewas no significant
improvement in either peak-to-valley or grey matter-to
white matter ratios with the use of an asymmetric energy
window. However, for the fanbeam collimators, there was
a significantquantitativeimprovementin the peak-to-val
ley ratio (13.7%) and a 5.6% improvement in the grey
matter-to-whitematter ratio. Moreover, with the fanbeam
collimators, there was a qualitative improvement in image
quality. Therefore, the routine use of either a 20% asym
metric energy window or a narrower symmetric energy
window would be worth considering. Using a 57Co flood,
the loss of counts by using a 20%asymmetricwindow with
3%offsetor a15%symmetricenergywindowcomparedto
20% is about 10% and 11%, respectively, for the same
imaging time.

Toshiba recommends that for brain studies utilizing the
SHR-FB collimators, attenuation correction should not be
used due to a depth compensation effect in the fanbeam to
parallel conversion. We have found that the quantitative
response of the system to different activity concentrations
is only linear and close to the identity line if attenuation
correction is used. Conversely, the tomographic unifor
mity of the system when using the SHR-FB collimators is
degraded by the use of attenuation correction. We there
fore concludethatthe depthcompensationeffect is only
valid for an extended source. As the brain approximates
more closely to an extendedsource than to a series of
discrete sources, the Toshiba recommendation not to use
attenuationcorrectionwouldseemto be appropriate.

In spite of the improved tomographic spatial resolution

of theGCA-9300AwiththeSHR-FBcollimatorscompared
to the GE/CGR Neurocam with HR-PH collimators, the
reconstructed grey matter-to-white matter ratios with the
Hoffman three-dimensional brain phantom were lower
(2.43 versus 2.60 under similar acquisition conditions and
with the same ifiters).This may be due to differences in the
reconstruction algorithm.

The SHR-FB collimators are used for brain studies and
the HR-PH collimators for all other studies. Typical
SPECT acquisition protocols used at our institution for
brainperfusion studies with @Tc-HMPAOare compared
fora singlerotatinggammacamera,the GEICGRNeuro
cam and the Toshiba GCA-9300A in Table 10. Typical
values of resulting total counts if 740 MBq of @Tc-HM
PAOwere administeredand total acquisitiontimes are also
listed.

In conclusion, our measurements have confirmed that
the Toshiba GCA-9300A triple-headed SPECF system
achieves excellent image quality for both brain and body
tomography. The most serious limitation is the computer
but we understand that a new high-speed processor will
soon be introduced. The gantry and detectors are well
designed, stable, reliable and sufficiently provide for pa
tient safety. The introduction of planar static, dynamic and
multigated capabilities from more than one camera would
render the GCA-9300A a more general purpose system.
The speed of rotation between steps should be increased
thereby decreasing the â€˜dead-time'duringscanning. Mcdi
mn-energy collimators (and perhaps high-energy collima
tors)wouldbe useful.A largerFOVwouldaccommodate
the lungs and it would be useful if the patient couch could
movefora secondscanof anadjacentbodyarea.
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EDITORIAL

DoingWell Under Pressure:DedicatedSPECTCamerasCome
of Age
A diamond Lra lump ofcoal that did
well under pressure.

Anortymous

Ã˜ver the past decade, SPECF has
been practiced as an accessory

to regular imaging. Cameras have
been designed primarilyfor planarim
aging with SPECF capabilities often
addedasan afterthought.Cost, unsta
ble technology and reimbursement
problems appeared to conspire to
make SPECT imaging an unprofitable,
although scientifically and clinically
rewarding, endeavor. Recently, the
picture has changed. Systems opti
mized for SPEC!' imaging or, in some
cases designed exclusively for SPECT
imaging, have become widespread
and have been profitablefor theiryen
dors. More than 100dedicatedSPECF
systems have been sold during the
past twelve months in the United
States alone.
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WHY NOW?

The advance of dedicated SPECF
systems is due to the convergence of
developments in technology assess
ment,cameraconstruction,tracerde
velopment, collimation, computing
and reimbursementpractices.

Growth in nuclear cardiac imaging
over the past decade has been enor
mous.AlthoughSPECFhasbeende
veloping for years, only recently has
harddata appearedattesting to its su
perior clinical results. Fintel et al. (1)
have shown that thalliumSPECF im
aging is superior to planar imaging.
The development of @â€œ@Tc-sestamibi
and @Tc-teboroximeand effective

@Â°@Tc-labeledheart tracers has ad
vanced the use of SPECF. To take
advantage of the higher photon flux
offered by these tracers, the interfer
ingeffectsof adjacentliverandbowel
activity that would otherwise obscure
the inferior wall must be eliminated.
Planar imaging of these tracers is
clearly inferior to SPECT (Z3). The
emergenceof â€˜@I-iodoamphetamine,

@Tc-HMPAO and @Tc-ethyl-cys
teinate dimer for brain imaging has

opened avast new territoryto the cliii
ical practice of nuclear medicine (4).
These tracers are only of value when
imaged tomographically.The detailed
structure of the brain demands the
highest imaging quality possible and,
in many centers, has driven the move
to dedicatedSPECF imagers.

Perhaps the most important devel
opment in dedicatedSPEC!' cameras
has been the reintroductionof multi
detector systems. Dual-headed,
SPECT-capable gamma cameras were
available over a decade ago but were
not particularlysuccessful.Although
manyaspectsof SPECTimagingtech
nology have improved since that time,
the primaryobstacle with these units
was difficultyin aligningthe two de
tectors. In an attemptto provide max
imum flexibility, camera designers
furnished multiple independent axes
of motionfor each detector.In addi
tiontoorbitingaroundthepatient,de
tectors could be tilted in several dif
ferent directions through various
gimbal mounts. A camera so equipped
could theoreticallybe used for the en
tire gamutof planar imagingaswell as
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